Create a Demo for CBT Nuggets
Show off your work! Share a 5-7 minute video explaining one technical concept. If you already have one, great.
Include the link to your video in the submission form here.
If you don’t already have a video to provide, use these tips to create a successful demo.

Video Specifications:
The video you create should explain one technical concept. Here are a few ideas to get you started:
1. Building a container image using Cloud Build
2. Designing an API that supports pagination
3. Monitoring and profiling a running application within GCP
4. Configuring Google Cloud Armor
5. Creating and managing encryption keys for CMEK, CSEK, or EKM
6. Create environments dynamically per feature branch with GKE
7. Collecting metrics from Compute Engine using Cloud Monitoring
Length: 5-7 minutes
Tone: Make it fun, effective and engaging
Voice: Keep it conversational and stay on topic
How to submit: Add your Unlisted YouTube link to your submission form.

Familiarize yourself with CBT Nuggets style and approach.
Watch a few example videos to get an idea of how our trainers teach technical skills:

•
•
•

Why use Fortinet FortiManager 7.x?
How to Create a SharePoint Team Site
What is Active Directory?

Tips for creating a great training demo:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free trials are available for Camtasia (to record your screen) and Corel Painter Essentials for the white
background.
If you misspeak, spell something wrong, etc., just correct yourself and move on. That kind of correction is
organic and makes the video feel more human.
If you’re used to teaching in-person, remember you don’t have to repeat yourself. If someone needs to hear
you say something again, they can replay.
Aim to teach, not to lecture. We want someone who is passionate about a topic to teach the viewer something in way that’s fun and engaging — not drone on.
A great video is one a learner can sit and watch wherever they are, whenever they want.
Be authentic. Be you! HAVE FUN!

